In *The Origins of Totalitarianism*, Hannah Arendt argued that the rise of empires “would have necessitated the invention of racism” had it not already existed. Almost thirty years later, in *Orientalism*, Edward Said described his subject as the “strange, secret sharer of Western anti-Semitism” and its “Islamic branch.”¹ For all the attention that both books have received, scholars of anti-Semitism have largely ignored the point where Arendt’s and Said’s remarks converge: the complex historical relationship between anti-Semitism and anti-Muslim racism, referred to here as Islamophobia, and the manner in which colonialism has proven crucial to their interwoven development.² Anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, and colonialism have rarely been treated in concert by scholars, especially historians.³

I would like to thank Maud Mandel for inviting me to Brown University in 2013 to deliver a lecture on the topic of anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, and colonialism, which led me to begin considering systematically many of the issues explored here. I benefited greatly from feedback at that lecture, as well as from discussion at a symposium on the topic where I participated: “Muslims and Jews: Challenging the Dynamics of Hate,” Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, October 5–7, 2014. Comments by colleagues on previous drafts have done much to sharpen and clarify my thinking. I would particularly like to thank James Renton, Maud Mandel, Gil Anidjar, Sharon Vance, the anonymous readers for the *AHR* and the journal’s editor, and most of all, the indefatigable Jonathan Judaken, whose careful and incisive comments on numerous aspects and versions of the essay improved it greatly. I alone am responsible for any errors that remain.


² The term “Islamophobia” first entered contemporary discourse in the late 1990s, following the publication of the report *Islamophobia: A Challenge for Us All* (London, 1997) by the British NGO the Runnymede Trust. Whatever its shortcomings, it has become the most conventional word for anti-Muslim racism; it also has the benefit of signaling that fear has played a particularly crucial role in essentialized views of Muslims. I define Islamophobia as essentialist, negative attitudes and emotions, discriminatory treatment, exclusionary practices, and violence directed specifically at Islam or Muslims. This draws upon the definition given by Erik Bleich in “What Is Islamophobia and How Much Is There? Theorizing and Measuring an Emerging Comparative Concept,” *American Behavioral Scientist* 55, no. 12 (2011): 1581–1600, but expands it based on observations by Javier Rosón Lorente in “Discrepancies around the Use of the Term ‘Islamophobia,’” *Islam: From Phobia to Understanding*, Special Issue, *Human Architecture: Journal of the Sociology of Self-Knowledge* 8, no. 2 (2010): 115–128. The latter includes a useful outline of the fierce debates about the term “Islamophobia” and an effort to draw clearer boundaries around it. In regard to the terminological debates around anti-Semitism, I embrace Jonathan Judaken’s definition of Judeophobia offered in his introduction to this roundtable, and extend it to anti-Semitism as a specifically modern, racial, politicized form of Judeophobia.

³ A compelling analysis of some of the key reasons for this lacuna is found in Bryan Cheyette’s contribution to this roundtable. See also Cheyette, *Diasporas of the Mind: Jewish and Postcolonial Writing and the Nightmare of History* (New Haven, Conn., 2013).
To be sure, developments of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century have catalyzed a growing scholarship that considers anti-Semitism and Islamophobia in a single analytical frame. To date, analyses have fallen into two categories. The first is, in effect, the “replacement theory”: Muslims in contemporary Europe have become the “new Jews,” the former succeeding the latter as Europe’s emblematic “Other.” Secondly, in what we might call the “Orientalism school,” scholars emphasize the longer-term historical relationship between anti-Semitism and Orientalism or other strands of anti-Muslim thought, seeing exclusionary ideas about Jews and Muslims as, until at least the early twentieth century, overlapping currents within the same stream of nationalist or broader Western ideas.

Though they have been largely absent from the emerging conversation about anti-Semitism and Islamophobia, historians are positioned to make a critical set of interventions. A new paradigm is needed, one that neither treats anti-Semitism and Islamo-

4 Developments helping to account for this sudden interest include but are not limited to the increasing population of Muslims in Western Europe; the global rise of Islamic fundamentalism; the so-called “War on Terror” and its accompanying discourse of civilizational conflict; the tremendous political and cultural fears—often in the form of exclusionary politics—that these converging developments have helped to engender in many parts of Europe; the renewal of anti-Semitism in several European countries, with Muslims frequently constituting a disproportionate number of those implicated in anti-Semitic incidents; and the recurrent violence of the Israeli–Palestinian conflict and its impact far beyond the Middle East.


7 Strikingly, broader comparative histories of racism rarely discuss anti-Muslim racism in any detail. See, for example, the important work of George M. Fredrickson, Racism: A Short History (Princeton, N.J., 2002); Neil MacMaster, Racism in Europe, 1870–2000 (New York, 2001); George L. Mosse, Toward the Final Solution: A History of European Racism (New York, 1978). For an attempt to place Islamophobia alongside
phobia in a strictly comparative fashion—as entirely separate phenomena with disparate ideologies and chronologies—nor collapses them as “secret sharers” into a larger story of Orientalism. The histories of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia constitute what we might call, paraphrasing Ari Joskowicz, an entangled history of Othering—a history that remains unwritten. Historians need to trace the precise ways in which anti-Semitism and Islamophobia, to borrow Joskowicz’s words, “became entangled, reinforced each other, and together shaped different modern visions of political belonging and progress.”

Entanglement constitutes a useful framework because it holds up simultaneously the deep interconnections between anti-Semitism and Islamophobia, on the one hand, and the fact that the two ideologies remained discrete, each with its own distinctive facets and trajectory, on the other. Fundamentally, the respective positions of Jews and Muslims in modern European history can be understood only by examining the two groups together. Just as it proved nigh impossible for policymakers, nationalist ideologues, and racial theorists not to think Jews and Muslims together, so too must it be for historians. In part, this is because not only was anti-Semitism entwined with Islamophobia, but it was also frequently facilitated through discourses of Islamophilia, or the valorization (however racialized) of Muslims. Likewise, anti-Muslim policies often occurred in combination with those that were philo-Semitic, in that they singled out Jews in a positive way. In short, when statesmen or polemicists set off one group from the other, they did so by evoking what Jews and Muslims had allegedly long shared in common.

Furthermore, integral to such a paradigm is the history of colonialism. Colonialism has received little attention in most accounts that see Muslims as the new Jews, while forming a vaguely omnipresent background for the Orientalism school. Yet the rise of overseas empires in the nineteenth century marked a crucial turning point in the histories of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia, and of their interrelation. Through the lens of Christian theology and the claims of enlightened modernity, many European thinkers had long given Jews and Muslims disproportionate attention, and posited a close kinship between the two groups. For a compelling argument about the neglected importance of Christian theology to the history of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia and their interrelationship, see James Renton and Ben Gidley, “Introduction: The Shared Story of Europe’s Ideas of the Muslim and the Jew—A Diachronic Framework,” in Renton and Gidley, eds., Antisemitism and Islamophobia in Europe: A Shared Story? (Basingstoke, 2016), 1–21; Renton, “The End of the Semites,” ibid., 99–140. There were important premodern instances when ideas and practices that were discriminatory toward Muslims and Jews became linked, from the Crusades, to the expulsions from Iberia, to the plays of Shakespeare. Nonetheless, it was the Enlightenment and the emergence of modern Western liberalism, nationalism, and, most directly, colonialism that brought anti-Semitism and Islamophobia to the fore and linked the two.

From the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century, the


Regarding the first two examples, see Andrew Jotischky, “Ethnic and Religious Categories in the Treatment of Jews and Muslims in the Crusader States,” ibid., 25–49; and François Soyer, “Antisemitism, Islamophobia and the Conspiracy Theory of Medical Murder in Early Modern Spain and Portugal,” ibid., 51–75. On the third, see Anidjar, The Jew, the Arab, chap. 4.

On the latter point, I draw on the observations of Frederick Cooper and Ann Laura Stoler, “Between Metropole and Colony: Rethinking a Research Agenda,” in Cooper and Stoler, eds., Tensions of Empire:
rise of liberalism, with its notions of individual rights, equality, and citizenship, was joined with that of nationalism, which at its core, David Bell has argued, constitutes a program for “casting . . . human raw material” into a unified sovereign body. Post-Enlightenment liberal and nationalist thinkers and policymakers both sought to flatten public differences and made distinctions according to ethnic origin, religion, class, and gender. Jews became Europe’s quintessential ethno-religious minority, widely perceived as in need of “regeneration” and secularization if they were to assume the duties of modern citizenship. By the early twentieth century, the high water of colonialism stressed differences and pressed questions of inclusion among a wider diversity of cultures in overseas territories.13

With the imperial conquest of large parts of the Middle East, Africa, and Asia, Europeans suddenly had to govern and live among millions of Muslims, rather than simply imagining them. Though these Muslims’ Jewish neighbors were at one level more familiar to Europeans, they often looked very different from the Jews in mainland Europe. In language, attire, culinary habits, hygiene, skin color, and more, these Jews frequently resembled their Muslim neighbors as much in real life as they did in Orientalist racial thought. But colonial administrators and ethnographers attempted—here as elsewhere—to differentiate among the native population. They established policies of divide and rule and authored reams of “scientific” reports, struggling to establish clear categories such as “white,” “non-white,” “European,” “native,” “Jew,” “Muslim,” “Arab,” and “Berber.”14 In lands where Jews and Muslims had cohabited for centuries, the very articulation and hardening of such categories entailed the creation of sharper stereotypes and distinct policies regarding both groups. These stereotypes and policies relied on comparing Jews and Muslims to one another and to the “Europeans” of the mainland and the settler classes.

13 For an argument linking the approach toward Jews in the European mainland with subsequent developments in the colonies, see Aamir R. Mufti, Enlightenment in the Colony: The Jewish Question and the Crisis of Postcolonial Culture (Princeton, N.J., 2007).

Moreover, colonial expansion catalyzed new linkages between European and so-called Eastern Jewish communities. For Jews, these connections carried both emancipatory potential and perilous optics. In the wake of the successful intervention of leading British and French Jewish personalities on behalf of their persecuted brothers and sisters in the 1840 Damascus Affair, the twinned developments of the Jewish “Eastern question” and international Jewish solidarity emerged. These took institutional form in 1860 with the founding of the Alliance israélite universelle (AIU) and its effort to facilitate equal citizenship and European culture and education for Jews across the Middle East, North Africa, and the Balkans. The AIU frequently set up schools in places with majority Muslim populations where France, Britain, and other leading European powers were establishing colonies or spheres of influence. The growing presence of the AIU had a paradoxical impact. The success of a particular Jewish “civilizing mission” in Muslim lands relied upon racial ideas about Jews as more assimilable to European culture than Muslims, at the same time that it fed anti-Semitic conspiracy theories about Jewish power as the surreptitious source of imperial conquest and oppression of Muslim natives.15

As Dorian Bell argues, for anti-Semites, these developments had the virtue of bridging what had previously been largely disparate strands of economic and racial hatred against Jews: the first was reinforced by the stock character of the “Jewish colonial conspirator,” the second by the native Jews of Muslim lands, who appeared more non-white, primitive, and racially Other than their frequently bourgeois and integrated co-religionists on the mainland.16 Once again, the role of Muslims proved critical. For economic anti-Semites, the native Arab or Muslim—depicted as simple, law-abiding, faithful, patriotic, and naïve—was the perfect victim of the Jewish capitalists. European Jews, meanwhile, became far easier to racialize via the visible proximity of so many of their brothers and sisters across the Mediterranean to a Muslim culture that was widely perceived as foreign and exotic.17

Entangled histories of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia in the colonial setting challenge scholarly assumptions in multiple fields. First, in modern Jewish history, as Jonathan Judaken argues in the introduction to this roundtable, such an approach places the treatment of Jews in wider historical contexts, and highlights the need to differentiate carefully between prejudice, discrimination, ideology, and systematic oppression. Second, these interwoven histories map a field of discourses and practices that transcend...
persistent metropole-colony dyad in European history, wherein anti-Semitism has appeared to be exclusive to Europe proper, and anti-Muslim racism is confined to colonists in faraway lands. Rather, these discourses and practices—and increasingly the very Jews and Muslims who were their object—circulated constantly between metropole and colony. Further, the approach outlined here belies two interrelated conventions in the literature on Islamophobia: scholars frequently suggest that Islamophobia emerged only in the late twentieth century and emphasize essentializing prejudices toward Muslims in lieu of state policies or systems of oppression. In short, the character and scope of both Islamophobia and anti-Semitism become newly illuminated when we examine them side by side. In this manner, entanglement constitutes at once a descriptive and a methodological moniker.

The example of France and French North Africa, particularly Algeria, offers a striking illustration. In these territories, larger numbers of Jews and Muslims were housed together, for longer, than was the case anywhere else among Europe’s liberal nation-states and their empires. Moreover, France—the country of the Rights of Man, the *mission civilisatrice*, and violent colonial conquest on a large scale—struggled from the time of the French Revolution to define the nation, citizenship, equality, and liberty, at home and overseas. Jews and Muslims were frequently in the crosshairs. Focusing on the Franco-


phone sphere has the added benefit of directing our gaze away from the question of Is-
rael/Palestine, which looms so large in contemporary linkages between anti-Semitism and
Islamophobia, and toward other dynamics that historically were often more central.20

In the French orbit, the place of Jews and Muslims was never equivalent. The two
groups constituted foils for each other, but in a paradoxical manner. At the level of elec-
toral politics and intellectual discourse, among the French settler classes, anti-Semitism
was a widely endorsed program, central to a worldview that was openly hostile to the
premises and legal protections of liberal democracy. Anti-Semites treated Jews as
wicked, corrosive, and dangerously powerful; rhetorically, they employed an Islamo-
philia that positioned Muslims as Jews’ more positive Semitic twin. Yet in government
policy, the positions of the two groups were—with the important exception of the Vichy
period—reversed: Islamophobia was a legally encoded assumption crucial to the colo-
nial enterprise. Moreover, the very position that most Algerian Jews enjoyed after 1870
as equal French citizens depended directly on philo-Semitic comparisons, between the
allegedly hopeless backwardness and all-consuming religiosity of Muslims and the
steady progress toward civilization on the part of what one French administrator termed
“Arabs of the Jewish faith.”21

Any effort to understand the mechanics of entanglement between anti-Semitism,
Islamophobia, and colonialism would do well to begin with the documentary traces of
this as yet unwritten history.22 Three historical fragments from key moments in France
and French North Africa (the 1880s, World War I, and World War II and the Holocaust)
offer highly suggestive starting points. These fragments are exemplary in at least two
ways. First, they are all ostensibly more about anti-Semitism than Islamophobia. Yet on
closer examination, each document reveals that an emphasis on Jews is embedded
within a larger context, wherein the inferiority, opaqueness, and violence of Islam and
Muslims are widely assumed. Second, the fragments show how debating the place of
Muslims and Jews has repeatedly been a way of debating the contours of French and
European civilization.

IN THE OPENING PAGES OF HIS 1886 bestseller La France juive, the French anti-Semitic
policeman Edouard Drumont spoke of a longstanding racial struggle between Aryans and
Semites, a group in which he included Arabs (interchangeable for him with Muslims).23

20 Renton, “The End of the Semites,” focuses heavily on the British Empire, which has the benefit of il-
 luminating how the emergence of the question of Palestine during World War I shifted imperial ideas
about Jews, Muslims, and their interrelationship; yet it also risks obscuring the way that in empires such
as the French, other factors remained more decisive for decades thereafter.
21 See Joshua Schreier, Arabs of the Jewish Faith: The Civilizing Mission in Colonial Algeria (New
Brunswick, N.J., 2010).
22 For another rare effort in this vein, see Renton, “The End of the Semites.”
23 Scholarship specifically focused on Drumont’s work remains surprisingly limited. See Frederick
Busi, The Pope of Antisemitism: The Career and Legacy of Édouard-Adolphe Drumont (Washington,
D.C., 1986); R. F. Byrnes, “Édouard Drumont and La France Juive,” Jewish Social Studies 10, no. 2
Catholic Historical Review 53, no. 1 (1967): 28–42. For Drumont within the broader history of French
anti-Semitism, see Robert F. Byrnes, Anti-Semitism in Modern France, vol. 1: The Prologue to the Drey-
fus Affair (New Brunswick, N.J., 1950); Pierre Birnbaum, Jewish Destinies: Citizenship, State, and Com-
munity in Modern France, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (New York, 2000), chap. 5; Michel Winock,
Édouard Drumont et Cie: Antisémitisme et fascisme en France (Paris, 1982).
The Jew, Drumont claimed, had replaced with trickery the “noisy invasions” and “armed hordes” of centuries past, like the Moors halted by Charles Martel.\textsuperscript{24} It is unsurprising that Drumont treated Jews as clever conspirators spreading their tentacles across all fields of power. What is striking is the way he highlighted Jews’ negative characteristics; the implicit doppelganger of the Jew is the Muslim barbarian at the gates of Europe, vanquished long ago and giving way to the less visible but equally menacing designs of his Semitic sibling.\textsuperscript{25}

At the start of the second volume of \textit{La France juive}, Drumont turned greater attention to Jews and Arabs as he focused on Algeria. Here he attacked Adolphe Crémieux and the “Crémieux Decree,” the act of October 1870 that made Algerian Jews French citizens en masse.\textsuperscript{26} Drumont contended that Crémieux, despite knowing that the decree would provoke Muslim unrest, could not resist the opportunity that defeat in the Franco-Prussian War had afforded him to assist his Jewish brethren.\textsuperscript{27} This decision not only reignited the Arabs’ primordial hatred of the Jews but was patently unjust. “While the Arabs were fighting for us,” Drumont claimed, “the Jews, on the contrary, were applauding our defeats with the most indecent cynicism.”\textsuperscript{28} Crémieux’s act of treason, he wrote, had been the cause of the 1871 Al-Muqrani Revolt, a fierce if brief guerrilla uprising in the northern mountainous region of Kabylia led by local Muslim sheiks.\textsuperscript{29}

But Drumont did not merely revive this longstanding anti-Semitic canard popular among many Algerian colonial settlers.\textsuperscript{30} He asserted: “Opposite the sneaky Jew like Crémieux, who betrayed the country that was entrusted to him, we must place the noble and loyal figure of our valiant enemy Sidi Mohamed Ben Ahmed el Mokrani.” Al-Muqrani, Drumont noted, had served France as long as it was at war with Prussia, initiating the revolt only after the war ended.\textsuperscript{31} The leader of an anticolonial rebellion thus became the embodiment of the formidable, upright warrior, the inverse of the surreptitious, unknowable Jew who behaved like a statesman one day and betrayed his country the next.\textsuperscript{32} Following the Crémieux Decree, the Jews had become “the absolute masters of the country,” carrying out the financial ruin and exploitation of native Muslims. According to Drumont, the latter were sober, modest, and generous. In short, Muslims were the “good Semites” whose specific virtues contrasted with the physical and moral depravity, materialism, corruption, greed, and oppressive nature of the Jew.\textsuperscript{33}

\textsuperscript{25} It is indeed surprising how few scholars have examined this aspect of Drumont’s work. For important exceptions, see Bell, \textit{Globalizing Race}, chap. 2; Pierre Birnbaum, “\textit{La France aux Français}”: \textit{Histoire des haines nationalistes} (Paris, 1993), chap. 10.
\textsuperscript{26} The only exception was Jews living in the Algerian Sahara, which was not yet fully conquered at this time and thus was not under French civil law.
\textsuperscript{27} Drumont, \textit{La France juive}, 2: 8, 11–12, quote from 12.
\textsuperscript{28} Ibid., 17.
\textsuperscript{30} I have used standard Arabic transliteration here (though the spelling given by Drumont is frequently used by scholars as well). Drumont also erred in his rendering of al-Muqrani’s full name, which was actually Muhammad al-Hajj al-Muqrani. In both cases I follow James McDougall, \textit{A History of Algeria} (Cambridge, 2017), 78.
\textsuperscript{31} Drumont, \textit{La France juive}, 1: 22.
Drumont’s was hardly a solitary voice. He directly cited prior Arabophile accounts such as Louis Serre’s 1873 *Les Arabes martyrs: Étude sur l’insurrection de 1871 en Algérie.*33 Drumont’s notion of Semites drew upon Ernest Renan and other Orientalists who posited a linguistic-racial group that included Jews and Arabs and traced its origins to Western Asia. But whereas Renan lauded Judaism’s achievements, regarded the “Israelites” of his time as having transcended their Semitic heritage, and took a far dimmer view of Islam and Muslims, Drumont inverted the hierarchy.34 Here he strongly echoed French psychologist Gustave Le Bon in the latter’s 1884 work *La civilisation des Arabes*. Le Bon condemned the Jews but praised Arab civilization for its rare retention of the traditional fundamentals of society.35 A year after the appearance of *La France juive*, Georges Meynié published *L’Algérie juive*, which was dedicated to Drumont, and which offered its own opposition between Jews, whom Meynié portrayed as dishonest, rootless, and a threat to the lifeblood of the nation, and Arabs, whom he presented as primitive, brave, and loyal to France.36

Dumont’s virulent anti-Semitism aligned as well with the emerging far right “Latinist” movement in Algeria.37 According to the latter, France was the new Rome, restoring Algeria to its proper place in the European imperial orbit, opposed by the primitiveness and barbarity of Arab civilization. The settlers were the vanguard of a new “Latin” Mediterranean race.38 The Latinists saw the Crémieux Decree as a disturbing affront, for Algerian Jews’ citizenship blurred the hierarchy of colonizers and colonized that underpinned the imperial enterprise.39 This anxiety was particularly acute among those who had immigrated to Algeria from southern Europe; anti-Semitism became a way for these newcomers to assert their claim to belong to the “Latin of Africa.”40

For many of these settlers, Drumont’s attacks on Jews constituted the linchpin of a larger politics. Like other conservative anti-Semites, Drumont, a devout Catholic, was deeply hostile to the anticlericalism of the “ Opportunists” supporters of the early Third Republic and the democratic values of the French Revolution.41 Going so far as to al-


41 What makes Drumont’s positive comparison of Muslims to Jews all the more notable is that elsewhere in the book, in his attacks on the Revolution and the republic, he demonizes Protestants (as half-
lege falsely that republican leader Léon Gambetta was Jewish, Drumont associated Jews with all the evils of the republicans’ democratic, secular, and egalitarian vision of France.42 Likewise, Drumont’s anti-Semitism was linked to his criticisms of French empire. He exploited widespread perceptions that the French invasion of Tunisia in 1881 had been the result of financial and political schemes orchestrated by Jews in France and Tunisia.43 This enabled him to portray Jews across the Mediterranean as bound together within a single power-thirsty international entity that simultaneously embodied the worst fears of both economic and racial anti-Semitism.44 Thus in the imperial landscape, Drumont and other anti-Semites did not always treat Jews as simply a racially inferior colonized group. Rather, they sometimes attacked Jews via a critique of empire itself, branding colonization as a mistake brought on by what Dorian Bell contends became a stock character of public scandal and popular literature—“the colonially conspiring Jew.”45

In these contexts, particularly following the Crémieux Decree, Algeria became the setting both for utopian fantasies of a traditionalist, hierarchical society that would restore the glory of European civilization, and for dystopian nightmares about Jews controlling French imperial policies and acting powerfully in international concert.46 By this time, the territory was substantially annexed to France and had a large European settler population. Much more than in the mainland, anti-Semitism found political success in Algeria, becoming integral in many local elections by the late nineteenth century.47 Algeria was the site of the worst anti-Semitic violence during the Dreyfus Affair (1894–1906). In 1898, elected to the National Assembly, Drumont himself became one of four anti-Semitic deputies among Algeria’s six parliamentary representatives.48 During

Jews, with the faith a ruse by which Jews could reenter society) and Freemasons (in connection to various legends of Judeo-Masonic conspiracy).

42 Regarding the broader context of anti-Semitism’s close link to anti-republicanism in this period, see Zeev Sternhell, “The Roots of Popular Anti-Semitism in the Third Republic,” in Frances Malino and Bernard Wasserstein, eds., The Jews in Modern France (Waltham, Mass., 1985), 103–134.

43 See especially Drumont, La France juive, 1: 471.

44 My discussion of this idea and of the specific impact of the invasion of Tunisia is substantially shaped by Bell, Globalizing Race, chap. 2.

45 Ibid., 6. I draw the notion of this trope especially from chaps. 2 and 5. By the same token, as Bell shows, certain opponents of anti-Semitism in France, including Émile Zola, turned to an idealistic vision of empire in the East as a reservoir for the renewal of humankind, articulating a wider landscape that could relativize—if not entirely discard—essentialist claims of Jewish financial domination.

46 With respect to the first, I follow Samuel Kalman, French Colonial Fascism: The Extreme Right in Algeria, 1919–1939 (New York, 2013), 4. On the ability of France to remake Algeria according to its will, see James McDougall, History and the Culture of Nationalism in Algeria (Cambridge, 2006), 72–73.

47 This in part reflected demographics: Algeria’s Jews constituted roughly one-fifth of the voting population, and an even larger proportion in many cities and towns, where Jews could make up as much as 50 percent of the eligible electorate. See Ageron, Les Algériens musulmans et la France, 1: 584–585. The contrast to the proportional size of mainland France’s Jewish population was rather stark, with the latter representing only .2 percent of the overall French population as of 1861. Esther Benbassa, The Jews of France: A History from Antiquity to the Present, trans. M. B. DeBevoise (Princeton, N.J., 1999), 99.

ing the same period, Islamophilia surged in concert with anti-Semitism. Politicians such as Max Régis and newspapers including *L’Antijuif algérien* in Oran and Drumont’s *La Libre parole* repeatedly called for “the solidarity of the French and the Arabs” against the Jews.

The entanglement of Jews and Muslims in the rhetoric of Drumont and his fellow travelers was the mirror opposite of that found in the register of policy. In a series of official reports, government-commissioned studies, and ethnographies across the nineteenth century, French officers and social scientists consistently depicted the Arab Muslim population of Algeria as incompatible with French modernity and morality. This critique took many forms. Islam was by turns impenetrable and mysterious, hostile to science, and immutably bound to a set of Quranic laws; Muslims were violent by nature, sexually immoral and primitive, and “fatalistic” in their dependence upon Allah, making them lazy and dishonest. Some saw the French conquest as the reclamation of a part of Roman Christendom from the oppressive yoke of Islam, while others concentrated on Islam’s incapacity to adapt to French *laïcité*. What all these critiques shared was an insistence that Islam itself was the problem.

Many of the same writings fashioned what scholars call the “Kabyle myth”: the idea that the Berbers of Algeria, particularly their largest group, the Kabyles of the northern mountains, were very different from the Arabs. Kabyles were individualistic, hardworking, democratic, similar in their customs and family life to the French, and possibly assimilable. Racially, the Kabyles were European and potentially white. The underlying explanation for all these dichotomies was that the Kabyles’ Islam was superficial and surmountable, unlike that of the religiously fanatical Arabs.

For Jews, too, disassociation from Islam proved crucial. Beginning in the 1840s, Jewish and non-Jewish advocates for Algerian Jewish rights portrayed a contrast between the increasingly bourgeois, French-inflated education, religious practices, hygiene, and gender norms of Algeria’s Jews and the backward, cloistered, primitive existence of Muslims. They further claimed that the former, unlike the latter, were prepared to abandon the jurisdiction of their traditional religious law and become French citizens.

Indeed, while the bestowing of Jewish citizenship in 1870 embodied the egalitarian

50 Most of these stereotypes are explored in detail in Lorcin, *Imperial Identities*, 19–21 and chap. 3. For good material specifically on Islam as at once fatalistic and lazy, on the one hand, and inherently violent, on the other, see Silverstein, “The Context of Antisemitism and Islamophobia in France,” 7–8.
52 Lorcin, *Imperial Identities*, insists on the centrality of Islam to how the French understood and ruled over the indigenous Muslims of Algeria.
53 On the Kabyle myth, see especially ibid. Regarding the claim of Islam’s relative weakness among the Kabyles and its various aspects and implications, see ibid., 57, 62, 66–67, 73; Silverstein, “The Context of Antisemitism and Islamophobia in France,” 9.
promise of France and its empire, the contrasting position of Muslims revealed the inter-
dependent nature of citizenship for some and subject status for others.\(^55\) According to
the 1865 senatus-consulte, all “indigènes” (the legal category for indigenous inhab-

tants) who sought French citizenship had to go before a judge and renounce their “per-
sonal status” under Jewish or Islamic law. With the Crémieux Decree, however, the cate-
gory of indigènes became split along ethno-religious lines: Jews were made citizens, 

and Islam became the singular impediment for those who were not.\(^56\) At the same mo-

ment, Algeria came under French civil control. In the following decades, French admin-
istrators and colonial settlers dismembered indigenous social institutions and imposed 
crushing tax burdens. Violence against Muslims, integral to the French conquest since 

its outset, remained endemic.\(^57\) In 1881, the French instituted the code de l’indigénat,

consisting of thirty-three harsh prohibitions imposed only on Muslims. With the nation-
ality law of 1889, in part designed to counteract the Crémieux Decree, Italian, Maltese, 

Spanish, and other European immigrants to Algeria became full French citizens; the law 
explicitly forbade “Muslim indigènes” from enjoying this right.\(^58\)

Thus the late nineteenth century not only witnessed the rise of an ideologically and 
sometimes physically violent anti-Semitism, but it also saw Islamophobia become le-
gally encoded and institutionalized. By 1885, even for an avowed racist like Drumont,
depicting Muslims as Jews’ positive twins was risk-free. When he claimed that “one 
would not have been half-shocked” had Muslims been enfranchised following their ser-
vices in the Franco-Prussian War, it was fifteen years after the war, and the prospect of 
such reform seemed remote.\(^59\) Rather, Islamophilia cleverly served the ultimate ends of 

Dumont’s anti-Semitic worldview. By comparing Muslims favorably to Jews, he 
linked assimilated French Jews racially to Muslims, whose inequality and foreignness 
went virtually unquestioned on both sides of the Mediterranean. The comparison en-

---

\(^{55}\) Gary Wilder, *The French Imperial Nation-State: Negritude and Colonial Humanism between the Two World Wars* (Chicago, 2005). Wilder’s formulation expresses the fact that the empire and the repub-

clic, each the site of both France’s inclusionary and exclusionary impulses, were profoundly imbricated, and 

ultimately should be conceived as part of a single entity. This issue has been the topic of what is becoming 
a vast literature. For the contradictions of the republic as they relate specifically to minorities and the colo-

nized, see also Alice L. Conklin, *A Mission to Civilize: The Republican Idea of Empire in France and 

West Africa, 1895–1930* (Stanford, Calif., 1997); Katz, *The Burdens of Brotherhood*; Mary Dewhurst 

Lewis, *Boundaries of the Republic: Migrant Rights and the Limits of Universalism in France, 1918–1940* 
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abled Drumont to reinscribe the Otherness of Jews and police the boundaries of authentic Frenchness.

**The Right-Wing Politics of Fin-de-Siècle** France and Algeria may be understood in part as a conservative effort to disaggregate both nationalism and colonialism from liberalism. A generation later, the Great War would do much the opposite, highlighting more than ever the tensions between these three forces.²⁶ In the Third Republic, military service was a mandatory civic rite of passage, the “school of the fatherland” required of all able-bodied males.²⁷ Beginning less than ten years after the Dreyfus Affair, the war offered Jews of France and Algeria an opportunity to cement their integration into the nation via the very institution that had been the site first of Dreyfus’s rapid advance, and then of his disgrace through false charges of treason.²⁸ Jews, along with Catholics and Protestants, became part of France’s constantly invoked wartime “sacred union.”²⁹ Nonetheless, various groups—from France’s Russian Jewish immigrants to the Jews of Tunisia—were attacked, sometimes physically, for allegedly shirking their military duty, and more than 150 anti-Semitic publications appeared in France during the war.³⁰

Meanwhile, for the first time, France called upon considerable manpower from its empire: more than 800,000 colonized subjects, almost half of them Muslims from North Africa, served in the French forces or worked as laborers in support of the war effort.³¹ Throughout the war, French officials worried about the loyalty of Muslim soldiers. The army endeavored to meet their presumed religious needs, from halal food to copies of the Quran, and constantly monitored their morale.³² Often focusing on Islamic religious

---


and family practices, legislators in Paris debated whether Muslim soldiers were capable of becoming French citizens.67 The wartime duty of military service consequently pointed up the tensions between France’s ideal of liberal, democratic citizenship and the hierarchies and exclusions that underpinned imperial rule.

It was in this context that a second fragment appeared: a lengthy confidential memo of November 1916 from Gabriel Alapetite, the French resident-general in Tunisia. This document reveals how entangled accounts of Jews and Muslims continued to lay bare the contradictions of modern France. The resident-general wrote in response to the suggestion of the French war minister that Tunisian Jews, who had previously been exempted from conscription, might be included in the 1917 recruitment class.68

Having heard, and objected to, proposals to grant French citizenship to Tunisian Muslim soldiers, Alapetite presumed that for Jews, conscription would also equal a path to citizenship.69 He thus wrote that the French regime in Tunisia faced a choice: “If we orient ourselves... toward an extension of the Crémieux Decree to [Tunisia], this would be to accept the obligation going forward of containing the Muslim population only by force; this would be exchanging the faithfulness of important and proven [Muslim] military contingents for a [Jewish] secondary force [that seems] mediocre in every regard.” Jews, according to Alapetite, were isolated, refused to help the French cause, and preyed financially on Muslims. Granting citizenship to Jews would give them political power, the only thing they lacked, and thus enable them to “enslave the Muslim natives.” Militarily, the Jews were cowards who would jeopardize what had thus far been the good soldierly conduct of Muslims.

Alapetite’s account, with an economic and racial anti-Semitism nourished by Islamophilia, mimics much of the logic of Drumont’s from three decades earlier. Jewish disloyalty, cowardice, and greed sharply contrast with a paternalistic image of the patriotism, prowess, and decency, but also potential barbarity, of Muslims.70 But Alapetite was no polemicist attacking the republic. He was a career civil servant and a committed republican who believed deeply in the protectorate model of governance and prioritized social peace.71 His assumptions simultaneously described the hostility, parasitism, and power of the colonially conspiring Jew vis-à-vis Muslims; this reflected both a measure of discursive continuity from the era of Drumont and a moment of imperial crisis. With the manpower of the colonized needed to win what the French constantly dubbed “a war to save civilization,” anxiety ran high about how to maintain the empire’s constantly shifting categories and manage the tensions between universalism and hierarchy.


68 Centre des Archives diplomatiques de Nantes, 1TU/125/10, Direction des affaires politiques et commerciales, memo from the Resident-General, “Incorporation des sujets tunisiens israélites,” November 16, 1916. All subsequent quotations and summary of Alapetite’s memo draw from this source.

69 On the first point, see François Arnoulet, Résidents généraux de France en Tunisie... ces mal-aimés (Marseille, 1995), 102.

70 Once again, actual French policy did not follow rhetoric: few Muslims in Tunisia could become French-educated, let alone French; Jews benefited in far greater numbers than Muslims from the 1923 Morinaud Law, which opened the door for more residents to apply for French citizenship.

Numerous French officials struggled with fears and aspirations regarding Jews’ and Muslims’ wartime roles and relations. Furthermore, the resident-general’s reference to the Crémieux Decree reveals its haunting effect across the region as an act of entanglement. With Jews’ and Muslims’ racial and legal statuses interrelated, an anti-Semitic litany became an opportunity to underscore the anti-Muslim racism fundamental to the colonial regime’s rigid hierarchies.

By the 1930s, ideas like Alapetite’s were no longer confined to confidential government memos. They had reentered mainstream political discourse. Economic downturn, political stasis, and cultural malaise combined to produce an acute sense of crisis across much of France and its empire. In light of the period’s waves of immigrants, colonial migrants, and eventually refugees, anti-Semitism and Islamophobia both increased, most notably on the nascent far right. The newfound large-scale presence of North African Muslim workers in the metropole—more than 100,000 by the late 1930s—meant that ideologies that were exclusionary of Jews and Muslims became more widespread and interconnected on both sides of the Mediterranean. In the mainland, the most successful extreme right groups were the Croix-de-Feu (CF) and the Parti populaire français (PPF). In Algeria, CF and PPF branches competed alongside popular settler movements such as the Unions latines and Amitiés latines. By this time, the latter groups had taken up the banner of a distinct “Algerianist” racial identity, opposing the republican government in Paris and calling for autonomy or even independence.

For these activists, anti-Semitism and Islamophobia became more tightly entangled in the face of Jewish-Muslim political alliance. The Front populaire (FP) government, elected in May 1936 with Léon Blum, a proud Jew and leader of the Socialist Party, at its head, elicited substantial Muslim support. It proposed the “Blum-Viollette Plan” for the enfranchisement of 21,000 Algerian Muslims. From 1936 to 1938, particularly in...
Algeria, far right activists engaged in savage, often physical attacks against Jews, at the same time that they fiercely opposed legal equality for even a small number of Muslims.78 In this era, anti-communism further linked anti-Semitism and Islamophobia. On the one hand, leaders of leagues such as the CF accused the communists and FP—whom they depicted as agents of international Jewry—of infiltrating and teaming with Muslims to try to throw off imperial rule. On the other hand, the same far right groups employed Islamophilic rhetoric in efforts to rally Muslims around the causes of anti-Semitism and anti-communism.79

Far right efforts to recruit Muslim supporters reflected the ways in which, even as Jews and Muslims were each frequent foils for notions of “true France,” their fates in the 1930s were entangled, not equivalent.80 Muslims were by definition of a status markedly inferior to that of Jews, both legally and racially. For anti-Semites, Jews were more actively threatening and difficult to detect than Muslims, because of their citizenship, integration, frequently “white” appearance, and relatively small numbers.

With the fall of France in 1940, the German occupation of the northern half of the country, and the establishment of the authoritarian, anti-Semitic Vichy regime in the south, efforts to pit Muslim against Jew took on new ferocity. Anti-Semitism became not only a political program but an escalating set of government policies. Jews in the mainland were classified as “non-Aryans” and faced relentless, ultimately lethal persecution. In Algeria, all Jews were stripped of French citizenship, which fulfilled one of the longstanding demands of the likes of Drumont and the Latinists.81 Meanwhile, it appeared to many that France’s bargaining position and future grandeur rested on retaining the empire. This hence became the apogee of the concept of the Muslim as the “good Semite.” While still lacking citizenship, Muslims were racially akin to “Aryans.”

78 Kalman, French Colonial Fascism, has powerfully traced this process in the Oran region. Regarding the rise and fall of Jewish-Muslim political unity around the Front populaire and Blum-Viollette, see Katz, The Burdens of Brotherhood, 97–110.


81 Indeed, contemporary thinkers such as Charles Maurras were heir to the tradition of a certain measure of Islamophilia alongside their virulent anti-Semitism. See Birnbaum, “La France aux Français,” chap. 10.
Vichy, the Nazis, and collaborationist parties all courted Muslim support. One of the primary strategies remained the deployment of Muslim-directed anti-Semitism.82

It was in this environment that Mohamed El Maadi, the author of a final illustrative fragment, came to the fore. A number of Muslims chose collaboration during World War II, but few did so as ardently or with such a clearly expressed worldview as El Maadi. El Maadi was a veteran of the extreme right in the 1930s, most notably as a founder of the association Algérie française. Competing directly with the nascent Algerian independence movement, this group sought to align Algerian Muslims with French rule and the ideology of the extreme right, including anti-Semitism. The latter was long essential to El Maadi’s effort to assert his and his Muslim followers’ nationalist bona fides; historian Joshua Cole has recently discovered highly suggestive evidence that El Maadi may even have played a leading role in several murders of Jewish individuals and families during the 1934 riots between Muslims and Jews in Constantine.83

Under the occupation, El Maadi became an unceasing advocate of Nazi collaboration among his fellow Muslims.84 In 1944 he published L’Afrique du nord, terre d’histoire, in which he detailed his outlook and program.85 El Maadi blamed many of North Africa’s historical and current troubles on Jews (“the veritable masters”). He repeatedly used the term “Judeo-Anglo-American” to describe the “seizure,” “occupation,” and ongoing “dictatorship” of North Africa.86

El Maadi did not simply repeat anti-Semitic stereotypes. He sought to turn Islamophobic ones such as physical barbarity and primitiveness in a new direction, and in the process transform North African Muslims from good Semites into good Europeans. When discussing the challenging terrain of Africa for the European, he declared: “Only a single white man is capable of breaking through in the humid and hot equatorial forest; only one will be able to reclaim and prepare this land for European industry. This man is the North African Muslim. This Arab-Berber . . . will form, whether you like it or not, the avant-garde of the European penetration in Africa.”87

Novel though it might seem, El Maadi’s formulation drew upon prior sources. It echoed nineteenth-century notions such as Renan’s view that although Semites were un-

82 For much more on the divergent experiences and interrelations of Muslims and Jews in France during World War II, see Katz, The Burdens of Brotherhood, chap. 3. For a somewhat different view of Muslims that emphasizes more the racialization of their bodies and less their agency at this time, see Davidson, Only Muslim, chap. 4.
83 Joshua Cole, Lethal Provocation: The Constantine Riots and the Politics of French Algeria (Ithaca, N.Y., forthcoming 2019). I am grateful to the author for sharing the manuscript with me in its prepublication version. Cole not only has uncovered tantalizing hints of El Maadi’s involvement in the riots, but also offers the most thorough understanding of his prewar political activities.
84 El Maadi’s far right activities in the late 1930s included founding the group Algérie française, joining Charles Maurras’s Action française, and taking part in the Comité secret d’action révolutionnaire, or “Cagoul,” which stockpiled weapons, assassinated leftists, and planned a coup d’état against the French Front populaire. During the Occupation, through his own political party, the Comité musulman de l’Afrique du Nord, and its newspaper Er Rachid, as well as other propaganda channels, he worked ceaselessly to recruit Muslims to pro-German parties and militias. For more on El Maadi’s wartime biography, see Katz, The Burdens of Brotherhood, 133–135. A detailed firsthand account of his collaborationist activity can be found in Archives de la préfecture de police [hereafter APP], Paris, BA 2335, report of July 26, 1945.
85 Mohamed El Maadi, L’Afrique du Nord, terre d’histoire (Paris, 1943). While 1943 was the copyright date, it actually appeared only in 1944.
86 Ibid., 102, 113, 128, 130.
87 Ibid., 19, emphasis added.
equal to Aryans, they too were racially white. More specifically, El Maadi both borrowed and inverted various ideologies of the Algerian settler classes. In his vision of how North Africa would be reclaimed for Europe, rather than the “Latin of Africa,” he looked to what we might call the “Arab-Berbers of Europe,” while depicting them in terms reminiscent of the Kabyle myth. Simultaneously, his account echoed Muslim nationalist and ulama movements of the 1930s that had countered colonialist arguments by valorizing a single, unified “Arab Islamic civilization.”

Throughout El Maadi’s transmutation of Islamophobic stereotypes into Islamic attributes and his transplantation of Arabs and Berbers from the Maghreb to Europe, Jews played an integral role. He insisted that the 1934 anti-Jewish violence in Constantine—widely perceived as in part a Muslim attack on French colonialism—actually constituted a pro-French “pogrom.” Most explicitly, he declared, “We Muslims, we fight on the side of Europe; our liberation depends on its victory, which will purge the world of the bloody Jewry.” For El Maadi, the entanglement of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia set the two ideologies, and Jews and Muslims, utterly at odds.

It is difficult to assess how widely El Maadi’s ideas were disseminated. While the initial print run for L’Afrique du Nord was a modest 510 copies, El Maadi appears to have had a larger following. In late 1943 and 1944, Paris police estimated that El Maadi’s party, the Comité musulman de l’Afrique du Nord, had several thousand members, and put the print run of the party’s newspaper, Er Rachid, which El Maadi edited, at 25,000. Several hundred Muslims joined other pro-collaboration, anti-Semitic groups in the course of the occupation. Like El Maadi, such groups embraced a muscular nationalism and set the two ideologies, and Jews and Muslims, utterly at odds.

See Renton, “The End of the Semites.” I am indebted to the author for bringing this issue in El Maadi’s writing to my attention.

What became the prevalent discourse among the anticolonial nationalists of Messali Hadj’s Parti du peuple algérien (PPA) described all Algerian inhabitants, both Arab and Berber, as part of a glorious Arab Islamic civilization. In this framework, the historical connection between Arabicity and Islamic military and intellectual glory became a crucial counterpoint to European claims of civilizational superiority. See Rabah Aissaou, Immigration and National Identity: North African Political Movements in Colonial and Postcolonial France (London, 2009), pt. 1. Meanwhile, in the narrative of historians such as Tawfiq al-Madani, part of the Salafi reformist circles around the Association des ulamas musulmans algériens, the Islamic conquests of the seventh century C.E. fused the Arabs and the Berbers into a single glorious Algerian nation. According to such accounts, Arabs had completed the civilizing of Berbers centuries earlier; thus group identity became frozen in time, and any modern claims to distinctive Berber identity became delegitimized. See James McDougall, History and the Culture of Nationalism in Algeria (Cambridge, 2006), especially 78–81, 153–177, 190–205.
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For membership figures, see APP, BA 1954, report of November 8, 1943; earlier that year, Er Rachid gave a figure of 10,000 members. “Le chef Mohamed El Maadi,” Er Rachid, January 1943. The seemingly inflated circulation figure comes from APP, BA 2335, report on Er Rachid of August 14, 1944. In a small notice in its issue of June 21, 1944, the newspaper itself reported 30,000 weekly readers.

For a careful examination of Muslim collaboration and its extent and motivations, see Katz, The Burdens of Brotherhood, chap. 3.
cular Islamic politics that mirrored the fears about Muslims articulated in the Islamophobia of the preceding decade.

The histories of anti-Semitism and Islamophobia are entangled in multiple ways. In particular, this entanglement has been characterized by proximity, opposition, and simultaneity. Proximity denotes how Jews and Muslims were seen and depicted as similar, often as fellow “Semites.” Particularly for state officials such as Alapetite, this perceived kinship, and its frequent instability in the face of the rise of empires and Great Power politics, aroused anxieties about racial boundaries and hierarchies that helped to fuel the development of both Islamophobia and anti-Semitism. Opposition refers to two different phenomena. The first is the widely held assumption of mutual hostility between Jews and Muslims (frequently posited by the very intellectual and political actors who depicted the two groups as blood relatives), but it also signals that anti-Semitism and Islamophobia were not necessarily complementary sets of ideologies and practices in the colonial context. Rather, in the hands of writers such as Drumont, the image and place of one group could be promoted at the expense of the other. Finally, simultaneity points up how Jews and Muslims in the same time and place have frequently faced different forms of racial discrimination or oppression. The precise character of Islamophobia and anti-Semitism can thus become far clearer when we examine the groups’ positions as entangled. This approach has implications far beyond France and its North African empire: it could fruitfully be brought to bear on other imperial and postcolonial settings as well, from British Palestine, to tsarist Russia, to Germany under National Socialism and in the postwar era.95

Finally, entangled histories of anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, and colonialism have major implications for our understanding of the broader historical relationship of both Jews and Muslims to European racism. Despite its distinctiveness in the history of modern Europe, anti-Semitism, even when articulated most vociferously, has often been only one of multiple racisms at play in the very rhetoric, program, or policies most explicitly targeting Jews. Thus this group of documents focused most evidently upon Jews forces one to take Islamophobia seriously as a longstanding historical phenomenon. Meanwhile, Jews and Muslims have never simply been fellow victims of European racism. Rather, both groups sometimes exercised agency as each sought to exploit exclusionary discourses and practices directed at the other group. Such instances range from the role of Jews in the debates over citizenship for the indigenous in nineteenth-century Algeria, to the choices of Muslims under Vichy and the German occupation. Furthermore, by examining Islamophobia alongside anti-Semitism, we can both historicize and relativize the development of Islamophobia in contemporary Europe. Today’s Islamo-

95 Worthy starting points can be found in recent scholarship in each of these areas. The literature on Jews and Arabs in British Palestine is vast. Renton, “The End of the Semites,” is notable for its focus precisely on the shifting relationship between anti-Semitism and Islamophobia. For Russia, see Robert D. Crews, “Fear and Loathing in the Russian Empire,” in Renton and Gidley, Antisemitism and Islamophobia in Europe, 79–98; Crews, “Islamic Law, Imperial Order: Muslims, Jews, and the Russian State,” Ab Imperio, no. 3 (2004): 467–490. On Nazi Germany, see especially David Motadel, Islam and Nazi Germany’s War (Cambridge, Mass., 2014); Marc David Baer, “Muslim Encounters with Nazism and the Holocaust: The Ahmadi of Berlin and Jewish Convert to Islam Hugo Marcus,” American Historical Review 120, no. 1 (February 2015): 140–171. On postwar Germany, see Ruth Mandel, Cosmopolitan Anxieties: Turkish Challenges to Citizenship and Belonging in Germany (Durham, N.C., 2008).
phobia is inseparable from a colonial past. But for all of its ferocity, it remains far more contested and less systematic than the regime instituted more than a century ago in French Algeria. Placing the history of anti-Semitism alongside that of other exclusionary ideologies and practices thus alters our perspective not only on anti-Semitism, but also on other forms of marginalization.
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